286    .	Brewing
the presents taken by Becket to the French Court on the
occasion of his embassy in H57.1   At this time it really
deserved the title of ' the people's food in liquid form ' ;
the consumption per head of population must have been
enormous, the ordinary monastic corrody, or allowance
of food, stipulating for a gallon of good ale a clay, with
very often a second gallon of weak ale.   It must be borne
in mind that it was drunk at all times, taking the place
not only of such modern inventions as tea and coffee,
but also of water, insomuch that a thirteenth-century
writer describing the extreme poverty of the Franciscans
when they first settled in London (a. d. 1224) exclaims,
* I have seen the brothers drink ale so sour that some
would have preferred to drink water.' 2   Such was the
importance attached to ale that it was coupled with
bread for purposes of legal supervision, and the right to
hold the ' assize of bread and ale ' was one of the earliest
justicial  privileges  asserted  by  municipal  and  other
local courts.    The Assize of Ale as recorded on the
Statute Rolls in the time of Henry III fixed the maxi-
mum price of ale throughout the kingdom on the basis
of the price of malt, or rather of the corn from which
malt was made.3   When wheat stood at 35. or 35. qd.
the quarter, barley at zod. to 25., and oats at i6dL, then
brewers in towns were to sell two gallons of ale for
a penny, and outside towns three or four gallons.   And
when three gallons were sold for a penny in a town, then
four gallons should be sold for a penny in the country.
If corn rose a shilling the quarter, the price of ale might
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